Regulation of activity of P2X7 receptor by its splice variants in cultured mouse astrocytes.
Of purinergic receptors, P2X7 receptor (P2X7R, defined as a full-length receptor) has unique characteristics, and its activation leads to ion channel activity and pore formation, causing cell death. Previously, we demonstrated that P2X7R expressed by nonstimulated astrocyte cultures obtained from SJL-strain mice exhibits constitutive activation, implying its role in maintenance of cellular homeostasis. To obtain novel insights into its physiological roles, we examined whether constitutive activation of P2X7R is regulated by expression of its splice variants in such resting astrocytes, and whether their distinct expression profiles in different mouse strains affect activation levels of astrocytic P2X7Rs. In SJL- and ddY-mouse astrocytes, spontaneous YO-PRO-1 uptake, an indicator of pore activity of P2X7R, was detected, but the uptake by the formers was significantly greater than that by the latter. Between the two mouse strains, there was a difference in their sensitivity of YO-PRO-1 uptake to antagonists, but not in the expression levels and sequences of P2X7R and pannexin-1. Regarding expression of splice variants of P2X7R, expression of P2X7R variant-3 (P2X7R-v3) and -4 (P2X7R-v4), but not variant-2 and -k, was lower in SJL-mouse astrocytes than in ddY-mouse ones. On transfection of P2X7R-v3 and -v4 into SJL-mouse astrocytes, the pore activity was attenuated as in the case of the HEK293T cell-expression system. These findings demonstrate that basal activity of P2X7R expressed by resting astrocytes is negatively regulated by P2X7R-v3 and -v4, and that their distinct expression profiles result in the different activation levels of astrocytic P2X7Rs in different mouse strains.